
Indigenous Women in FireIndigenous Women in Fire

This fall ,  WTREX-Klamath will bring participants to the remote Klamath
Mountains ,  where they will camp together and burn in a variety of habitats
and fuel types . The event ,  hosted by the Karuk Tribe ,  local partners ,  and
members of the national WTREX team ,  will focus on Indigenous women and
cultural burning ,  drawing on the rich knowledge and traditions of local
cultural practitioners as well as the experiences and perspectives of
participants and invited guests . We believe that the groups who are
generally under-represented in fire—including Indigenous people ,  women ,
and others—have unique talents and perspectives ,  and that they will play a
critical role in revitalizing fire cultures and building a more just ,  equitable ,
and beneficial fire management system .

KARUK ANCESTRAL TERRITORY | SEPT 26-OCT 7, 2022

WTREX-Klamath will take place September 26-October 7 on the remote Klamath
and Salmon Rivers . The event is open to participants of all genders and
backgrounds ,  but will have a focus on Indigenous women and cultural burning .

Key Th i ngs  to  Know

WOMEN-IN-FIRE TRAINING EXCHANGE (WTREX)

WTREX-KlamathWTREX-Klamath

This WTREX will be an intensive 12-day training exchange that combines practical
live-fire training with indoor learning and discussion to advance participants ’
skills ,  qualifications ,  connections ,  and understanding of Indigenous fire practices .

WTREX-Klamath participants will work with local partners to implement cultural
burns and prescribed fires across a variety of ecosystem and fuel types .

This event is part of the larger WTREX effort to change the culture of the fire
management system ,  and to provide opportunities for under-represented fire
practitioners to learn from ,  support ,  and elevate one another .

Application available online until 11:59pm , July 15th at:
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https://forms.gle/TT5WyHuiB5ctGip17



All participants ’  qualifications must be current . At a minimum ,  everyone must
have completed NWCG courses: S-130 and S-190 ,  as well as FEMA IS-700A and
ICS-100 . Self-study materials for these courses will be offered to participants
who need them .
Participants must complete a work capacity test at the arduous level before the
start of the event . Completion of a moderate level work capacity test may be
acceptable for some participants . A practice shelter deployment will be
offered to those who need it .
All participants must have insurance (e .g . ,  workers ’  comp ,  health ,  or travel
insurance) to cover any injury they may sustain during the training exchange .
Participants should come with all appropriate personal protective equipment
(PPE), including fireline-approved boots (all leather work boots ,  8-inches tall ,
non-slip soles ,  no steel toe), a new generation fire shelter ,  headlamp ,  hard hat ,
Nomex clothing ,  leather gloves ,  eye protection ,  and canteens for drinking
water . If you do not have proper PPE ,  we can arrange for you to borrow some .
Please indicate your need on the application form .

Target Group: Prescribed fire and wildfire personnel and other natural resource
managers involved in fire and ecosystem management ,  including federal ,  state ,
tribal ,  non-governmental ,  and private practitioners . Participants of all genders
and backgrounds are invited to apply for this event ,  though Indigenous women will
be prioritized during the selection process .

Description: The training will utilize the Incident Command System ,  but it will also
focus on providing a warm and supportive learning environment that values local
and traditional knowledge . Participants will assist with preparing ,  scouting ,
briefing ,  igniting ,  holding ,  mop-up ,  and patrol on prescribed burns and cultural
burns throughout the area . We will also train with equipment ,  practice fireline
leadership skills ,  and learn about local fire ecology ,  fire management ,  and
traditional ecological knowledge . The work will take place in diverse ecosystems
in and around Karuk ancestral territory ,  and will include both US Forest Service
and private lands partners .The training will include field trips ,  workshops ,  and
facilitated discussions ,  as well as presentations from cultural fire practitioners ,
basketweavers ,  and other local ,  national ,  and international fire leaders .

Requirements:

Cost: Each participant is responsible for a $50 non-refundable registration fee ,
due after participants have been selected and confirmed . There will not be a
charge code for participants ’  wages during the training; wages and travel costs
will be the responsibility of the participants ’  employer/home unit .
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Applications will be accepted until 11:59pm ,  July 15th at:

https://forms.gle/TT5WyHuiB5ctGip17
 

Please email the planning team with any questions at
wtrex@karuk .us . Space is limited to approximately 30
trainees; selections will be made with diversity and

inclusion goals in mind .

Meals and Travel: Meals and camping will be provided during the training .
Participants are responsible for their own travel to and from the WTREX . Some travel
scholarships will be available for those who need them . The organizing team and burn
boss trainees will be expected to arrive on Sunday ,  September 25 ,  2022 for a
planning day . All other participants should arrive at the training site on Monday ,
September 26 ,  2022 . Specific meeting times and locations will be announced after
participants have been selected . The training concludes on Friday ,  October 7 ,  2022 .

WTREX IS SUPPORTED BY PROMOTING ECOSYSTEM RESILIENCE AND FIRE
ADAPTED COMMUNITIES TOGETHER, A COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY, USDA FOREST SERVICE, AND AGENCIES OF

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
 

THIS INSTITUTION IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROVIDER.
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